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SEPTEMBER ANNIVERSARIES!!!
BARRY HITT

GOULD TURNER GROUP
35 YEARS

JOHN ARNDT JR.
DWC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.

32 YEARS
MELANIE KENNEY

SOUTHLAND BRICK AND BLOCK
22 YEARS

SHIRLEY RANDOLPH
LELLYETT AND ROGERS COMPANY

15 YEARS

LINDA MARK
JOHNSON JOHNSON CRABTREE ARCHITECTS

15 YEARS

RONN PERKINS
INGERSOLL-RAND

10 YEARS
THOMAS WOOLDRIDGE

SHERWIN WILLIAMS PAINT COMPANY
4 YEARS
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DWIGHT LECLAIR
SHERWIN WILLIAMS PAINT COMPANY

15 YEARS

LOUIS MEDCALF
GRESHAM, SMITH, & PARTNERS

31 YEARS

OCTOBER
ANNIVERSARIES!!!

CHARLES HEARINGTON
MR. CHARLES MICHAEL HEARINGTON

3 YEARS

MIKE LEONARD
GREEN STUDIO

14 YEARS
DAVID BOCKIAN

T.W. FRIERSON CONTRACTOR
10 YEARS

REGINA THOMPSON
LIFEWAY CHURCH ARCHITECTURE

9 YEARS
DEVIN RIGHTER

BUILDERS EXCHANGE OF TENNESSEE
5 YEARS

PAUL HOTOVEC
CERTAINTEED CEILINGS

5 YEARS
RONALD HARRISON

BWSC
5 YEARS

DOUGLAS KEATON
THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY

4 YEARS
MICHAEL MUNSON

ASSA ABLOY
2 YEARS

SOOMIN KIM
STUDENT

1YEAR



WANT TO ADVERTISE YOUR 
COMPANY BY 

HAVING YOUR BUSINESS 
CARD IN THE SPECIFACTS? 
CONTACT BETH HARGIS OR 

VICKIE LONG FOR 
INFORMATION.

NEW MEMBERS!!!
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DEREK HICKMAN
WISENGINEERS, INC.

OCTOBER

SUSANNAH CULBERTSON
RAINWATER RESOURCES INC.

OCTOBER

BRADLEY ATWOOD
GAF

OCTOBER

YANGCHUAN SUN
STUDENT
OCTOBER

CHRIS CHAMBLISS
SIKA CORPORATION

SEPTEMBER

ELIZABETH SOUTHALL
STUDENT

SEPTEMBER

DEMITA WRIGHT
OPEN AIR PRODUCTS, INC.

SEPTEMBER

HOUSTON HERBERT
RD HERBERT & SONS

SEPTEMBER

ANDY BERRY
SMITH GEE STUDIO

SEPTEMBER

DAVID ERWIN
SPECIFIED SOLUTIONS LLC

SEPTEMBER

RICK  RAGAN
RAGAN CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.

SEPTEMBER

LINDSAY HUNTER
G. BOWIE & ASSOCIATES

SEPTEMBER

HARRY HARRIS JR.
H. MICHAEL HINDMAN ARCHITECTS, P.C.

SEPTEMBER

KEVIN CHEEKS
OPEN AIR SALES

SEPTEMBER

GARY BOWIE
G. BOWIE & ASSOCIATES

SEPTEMBER
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This calendar is a live Google calendar so anyone us-
ing an Android smartphone or iOS (Apple) can link 
to it quickly and get chapter events on their calendars 
and agendas. Please contact Devin Righter with any 
questions.

CSI NASHVILLE 
CHAPTER 

CALENDAR OF 
EVENTS 

Visit our webpage at 
http://www.csinashville.org/events.php 



27 September 2013
above and beyond…
Published each year, CSi's "Honors & awards Guide" describes the requirements for each institute 
award and honor, and contains the information needed to make a nomination. Despite the availability 
of the Guide, which is posted on the institute website, many nominations are deficient in one way or 
another. Given the amount of information in the guide's forty-five pages, it is not surprising that ques-
tions arise, but staff, the chair of the awards Committee, and the chair of the Jury of fellows will gladly 
answer those questions.

Requirements for awards are relatively straightforward, each having specific qualifications that must 
be met. in contrast, honors acknowledge a body of work, often lifetime contributions of many types. in 
particular, there always seems to be a bit of mystery and confusion surrounding fellowship.

Of the awards, the highest are the Distinguished Service award, and those awards named in honor of 
historically prominent members - andrew J. Drozda, Ben John Small, Dale C. Moll, J. Norman Hunter, 
Robert P. Brosseau, and Hans William Meier. One of the things that emphasize the importance of these 
awards is that they can be given only once each year, and many years, one or more of them are not 
presented.

CSi has three honors: Distinguished Membership, Honorary Membership, 
and fellowship. 
Honors differ from awards in several ways. 
They:

    have no specific requirements for achievements,
    are not controlled by the awards Committee,
    are a membership status,
    reflect extensive contributions in support of the institute,
    are for contributions above and beyond those of awards and other      
    forms of recognition.
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Distinguished Membership and Honorary Membership are CSi's highest honors. Essentially the same 
award, for "distinguished services to the construction industry in fields of activity related to the pur-
poses of the institute", the former is for members, the latter for non-members. Nominations for Distin-
guished Membership and Honorary Membership are submitted to the institute board of directors; to 
be selected, eighty-five percent of the board members present must vote in favor.

The honor of fellowship is second only to that of Distinguished or Honorary Membership. although 
there is no limit to the number of fellowships that may be conferred in a single year, few are elected, 
as it is an honor reserved for those who perform beyond the call of office, and who have made extraor-
dinary contributions to CSi.

Awards and honors…
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Perhaps the most common questions about the process relate to endorsement letters. The Guide 
states, "a limit of ten letters is strongly encouraged." This often is incorrectly interpreted as an absolute 
limit. The Jury of fellows certainly doesn't want to be inundated with fifty letters per nominee, but the 
nomination won't be rejected if they receive more than ten. in some cases, it's possible that a nominee 
did something spectacular that was known about by only half a dozen others. if those six people write 
good supporting letters, that's may be enough.

The most important things to know about endorsement letters for honors nominees are that they must 
support the assertions made in the nomination, and they must clearly state what the nominee has 
done that is "above and beyond." To do that, it is necessary to read the nomination before writing an 
endorsement letter. Endorsement letters must have substance; simply saying someone was a great 
guy and attended all chapter meetings isn't enough. it's also important to remember that the person 
writing the letter must speak from personal knowledge, not secondhand information. a clearly written 
and well-documented nomination package, and letters of endorsement that support that nomination, 
are essential for being considered for fellowship.

Other questions are related to the Jury's decisions. Not all nominees are selected for fellowship, and 
those who were not selected may wonder why. it's tempting to ask, "What about John Doe? i did the 
same things, so why wasn't i chosen?" it's fair to say that juries vary from year to year, and some may 
have been more inclined to cast positive votes than others. Even so, the actions of the jurors are pri-
vate - they don't even discuss nominees with other jurors - so we can't know why they voted the way 
they did. They are required to base their decisions on two things, and two things only: the nomination 
package and the endorsement letters. and so, it may be that while a given person may not be im-
pressed by what a fellow appears to have done, there are things that person may not know.

it would be a lot easier to understand a jury's decision if there were a checklist for fellowship. "Hmm, 
attended fifty meetings - check; chaired chapter certification and technical committees - check; served 
as chapter president - check; served as institute director - check; oops - was not institute vice presi-
dent. Better luck next time!"

it may help to remember what fellowship recognizes: noteworthy, extraordinary accomplishments; 
outstanding service above and beyond what is expected; and an impact that made a significant differ-
ence. fulfilling the requirements of an office, participation in organization activities, serving on commit-
tees, and promoting the organization are what is expected; even together, these activities may not be 
enough to attain fellowship, though some have achieved fellowship for contributions over the course 
of a career. While accumulating a large number of awards does not, in itself, assure fellowship, it can 
© 2013, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
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HOPE TO SEE 
YOU 

THERE!!!

a BiG THaNK YOU to Kymberly Calvo with View-
glass for being a Table Top sponsor and for helping 
to sponsor lunch. Be sure to check out Viewglass 
at http://viewglass.com/

PRESENTaTiON BY:
Dirk Melton & Jay Turner of 
MarketStreet Enterprises

Program: The Gulch
Course Title: The Gulch LEED for 
Neighborhood Development
Credit Designation: 1 aia LU|HSW

Up Next...Join us at our monthly chapter meeting on 
November 19th from 11:30-1:00
at the adventure Science Center
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ANOTHER GREAT UPCOMING EVENT...A SPECHEADS LUNCHEON
DECEMBER 10TH...WATCH FOR AN E-MAIL TO RSVP
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CDT Classes & Certification in Nashville 2014

Lynn Jolley aia, CSi, CCS, CCCa, SCiP

are you looking forward to a great 2014? Would you like to pull your resume to the top of the pile of 
otherwise worthy applicants, further your professional education, increase your credibility in the work-
place, learn  to conduct your business in a more professional manner, or provide better services to 
your clients? Then get CSi Certified in 2014! achieving CSi’s CDT certificate or advanced certification 
is sure to be most beneficial to anyone working in design or construction, seeking any of these goals.  
The Construction Specification institute (CSi) offers the following certifications and administers exami-
nations in the fall and Spring as part of the certification process:

• CDT: The Construction Documents Technologist Certificate is a comprehensive overview for      
 anyone who writes, interprets, enforces, or manages construction documents.
• CCS: The Certified Construction Specifier demonstrates excellence in specifications &    
 contract document preparation.
• CCCa: The Certified Construction Contract administrator truly understands all facets of the   
 construction process & contractual relationships.
• CCPR: The Certified Construction Product Representative has an in-depth understanding of   
 the construction process & superior ability in effective representation.

The Spring certification exams will run from March 31 through april 26, 2014 and will be administered 
at electronic service sites.  Start studying in January and you’ll have plenty of time to prepare.

CSi Nashville offers CDT preparation classes that will begin January 16, 2014 and will meet every 
Thursday for 10 weeks, unless weather or other circumstances warrant changes.  assistance for ad-
vanced certification exam preparation will also be made available as needed. These classes have 
been facilitated by dedicated CSi members such as Carl Manka, Jerry Preston, Kevin Corkern, Rex 
Garton , Cheryl Crosby and Lynn Jolley for over 10 years.  The exam pass rates for attendees through 
the years have been very good. 

CSi Nashville currently has 44 of our members with CDT after their name, 10 with CCS, 6 with CCCa 
and 1 with CCPR after their name.  There is a significate number of CDT’s that are not CSi members.  
if you already are a CDT, now would be a great time to move up with an advanced certification related 
to your area of expertise.

The classes are free of charge and open to anyone that would find them beneficial, including non-CSi 
members and those not intending to sit for exams in april.  References material needed will be an-
nounced closer to the time the classes start.

CEU’s recognized by Tennessee Licensing Boards and most professional organizations will be issued 
for each class.  The classes will be held in the TBR Board Room in the Genesco building and last 2 
hours per session.  Sign-ups for classes you plan to attend are requested but, not required.  To sign 
up for classes or to get additional information, please email, Carl.Manka@tbr.edu.  

To get more details and enrollment requirements about the National exams go to www.csinet.org click 
on Certification. Don’t miss out on early registration (lower cost) which ends January 31, 2014 for all 
exams.  
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RECENT EVENTS...
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SEPTEMBER’S 
MARINA PARTY.....
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OCTOBER’S CHAPTER 
MEETING.....
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CONSTRUCT 2013 RECAP...

To me the best thing about Con-
struct was our Tune in to Nashville 
event.  The whole night was so spe-
cial.  i loved hearing all the musi-
cians play.  They were awesome!  
all the support that all of the Nash-
ville chapter members gave during 
that event was so exceptional.  We 
could not have pulled it off without 
all  of their enthusiasm and all of us 
working together to accomplish the 
goal.  a very, very special night that 
will forever be remembered and 
cherished.             -Melanie Kenney

The overall experience of CON-
STRUCT 2013 mirrors why Nash-
ville is called Music City. With the 
ability to tie together the venue with 
an outstanding product show and 
classes was phenomenal.  The 
Hall of fame party was a perfect 
example of musical diversity from 
the live entertainment to touring the 
exhibits. The statement our chapter 
made will leave a lasting impres-
sion on attendees. My wife and i 
enjoyed an evening out with great  
music, food, drink, dance and 
friends! Thank You, Michael Gober

Over 3,000 people participated, 
a 21% increase over 2012. The ex-
hibition hall was up slightly to 220 
exhibitors. On the social media 
standpoint we got great reactions 
from the show and the city! a lot of 
buzz online about how much en-
ergy and excitement there was for 
this year’s show, and how much fun 
members had exploring Nashville. 
from twitter alone the show had 
over 2 million impressions on social 
media, each day averaging 100,000 
accounts reached with show news 
and the #construct hashtag. 

MEMBERS’ MEMORIES...

SPECIFACTS•SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2013
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all photos have been uploaded to the CSi flickr site from the 2013 CONSTRUCT Show and CSi 
annual Meeting.  You can access and download those photos by visiting: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/csiconstruction/collections/72157636020355763/

CONSTRUCT 2013

as Chairman of Nashville’s Construct 2013, i would like to take this opportunity to say a few words 
about the success of this institute Meeting.
1. i was extremely pleased to see the turn out of the Nashville membership during the event.  it   
 looked like our whole membership turned out to help in any way they could.
2. a special “Thanks” to Jerry Curtis for being our Chapter’s institute liaison. Jerry was a great   
 help in making sure that we always had a connection with CSi.
3. Tiffany Goulet, what can anyone say?  She was always there teaming with Melanie and giving   
 100% of her time to help.

a “Special Thanks” to all of you for the time and dedication you gave.  Oh! i think i forgot someone…
“Melanie Kenny”  i have to say it again, “She made the Nashville Chapter and everyone in it including 
“me” look “Great”.  The dictionary does not have enough words in it to describe the work she did.  i 
love you Mel, thanks for being there…

Tom Parshall  

SPECIFACTS•SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2013

My favorite part of Construct Nashville 
was getting to know some of my SCiP 
(Specification Consultants in indepen-
dent Practice) members better. Many of 
the SCiP members are very active partici-
pants of the CSi and the group actually 
has it’s annual conferences at the same 
location and usually a day before Con-
struct begins. i really enjoyed being the 
only SCiP member from Nashville and 
hearing from other SCiP members from 
all over the country say, “What a great city 
Nashville is, what a beautiful convention 
center and what a great convention.” Very 
fun to reply, “i agree and Thanks.”

Lynn Jolley
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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The Nashville Chapter truly enjoyed hosting the convention in Sep-
tember. it was a pleasure to welcome like-minded people from 
across the world to our wonderful city.  We are thrilled that over 450 
of you were able to join us for the Tune in to Nashville event. Special 
thanks to the NYC and Chicago chapters who bought one ticket 
each.  Los angeles bought three but two of those people came up 

to me to say what a great event we had staged.  i'd like to extend heartfelt appreciation to the Nashville 
Chapter Members and sponsors, especially those that made up the CONSTRUCT 2013 Committee: 
Tom Parshall, Kevin Corkern, Jerry Curtis, Rick Jones, Kent Kile and Devin Righter.  Special mega 
thanks to Tiffany Goulet and Melanie Kenny, henceforth know as our party angels.  Their hard work 
made the chapter event a roaring success, as well as the 200 plus volunteers we had during the week.  
You are the cornerstone of CSi and what makes this organization so great.  Thanks also to the students 
that attended.  You will always treasure your involvement with CSi.  it started 39 years ago for me as a 
charter student member.
     
and now.....“You got to know when to hold um, know when to fold um”.....The Nashville CSi host chap-
ter folds um to Baltimore…...it was my honor to take part in a long standing CSi tradition – the passing 
of the Panic Whistle.  for over 50 years, the panic whistle has been passed from one host chapter to 
the next. 

On to Baltimore we go for the 58th CSi annual Convention in September 2014.

- Jim Christain
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Nashville CSi Chapter 
Golf Tournament 

at the Hermitage Golf Course
Tuesday, September 24th, 2013
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September 26, 2013 5:45 pm to 6:15 pm CST
Room 202B, Music City Center, Nashville, TN

in attendance:
Billy Mathis, William Sundquist, Cindi Brooks, floyd Sterling

CHaPTERS
acadiana, Baton Rouge, Chattanooga, Gulf Coast, Huntsville, Knoxville, Little Rock, Memphis, 
Mississippi, Nashville, New Orleans, Pensacola, Shreveport.

Opening Comments
Billy Mathis welcomed the Gulf States Region Members to the Region Caucus being held in Nashville TN. Billy comple-
mented the Nashville Chapter for all their hard work and efforts for hosting a successful conference.

Roll Call
Cindi Brooks performed roll call for attendees.

ITEMS OF BUSINESS
GSR By-Laws
-Billy Mathis submitted revised Gulf States Region By-Laws to the membership for vote to accept
revisions. Motion to accept (Shreveport) 2nd (acadiana). Motion Passes
Nominations:
William Sundquist opened the floor for nominations for fY 2015 GSR institute Director.
Nominated: Jimmy Lail, CSi Billy Mathis, CSi, CDT
Motion to close nominations (Shreveport) 2nd ( New Orleans). Motion Passes

William Sundquist opened the floor for nominations for fY 2015 GSR Vice-President.
Nominated: James Bagley, CSi, CCS, aia
Motion to close nominations (Baton Rouge) 2nd ( New Orleans). Motion Passes

CONSTRUCT 2013 Challenge
The National CONSTRUCT 2013 Challenge was won by five University of Tennessee students, affiliated with the Knoxville 
Chapter, for their design of an energy efficient Habitat for Humanity house. Billy Mathis presented the awards to Katie 
Lewis, Ryan Stechmann, Steven Whitmore, Phillip Geimann and Jared Pohl.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
-Kathy Proctor discussed structure and criteria changed for scholarship, top scores on aCT exams. Promote student       
 participation, includes two free nights in New Orleans when scholarship is awarded.
-floyd Sterling congratulated Tom Parshall and the Nashville Chapter for an outstanding job they have done to present  
 the institute Convention.
-Gulf States Region fellows were recognized. The fellows discussed what it means to receive the honor.
-Congratulations were given to Jonnie Cox for being inducted into the 2013 Class of fellows and to Jimmy Lail for receiv- 
 ing the Robert P. Brosseau award for the advancement of CSi.
-five GSR chapters recognized for receiving the Outstanding Chapter Commendations. They were Birmingham, Chatta- 
 nooga, Mississippi, Nashville, and New Orleans.
-Mike Davis congratulated the Chattanooga Chapter for being one of two chapters that have received the OCC award  
 every year since its inception.
-CONSTRUCT 2014 to be held in Baltimore Maryland
-Submittals for fY 2013 and fY 2014 Outstanding Chapter Commendations will be required next year.
-Gulf States Region Conference scheduled for May 16 – 17, 2014 in New Orleans, Louisianna. Details being forwarded to     
 chapter presidents.

Meeting adjourned 6:15 pm
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GULf STaTES REGiON CaUCUS
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It worked last time…

for many years, i was one of the instructors for 
my CSi chapter's certification classes. in addi-
tion to explaining what CSi's practice manuals 
say, i liked to include horror stories - real-world 
examples of the ways people found to really 
mess up a project. One of my favorite stories 
came from a public sector waste treatment 
agency. The project was a relatively simple ad-
dition to an existing building at one of the waste 
treatment facilities, to provide shower and lock-
er rooms for the employees.

The agency had hired an architecture/engineer-
ing firm to design the addition, and to prepare 
bidding documents. as the bid opening date 
approached, the owner began getting calls 
from mechanical subcontractors, who asked, 
"Did you want to use fresh water or effluent to 
serve the baptismal font?"

apparently, the mechanical engineer had re-
used specifications from another project, which 
happened to be a church. Obviously, assum-
ing the specifications had been submitted for 
review, there should have been opportunities 
to discover and correct the error, but had the 
engineer started with master specifications, the 
baptismal font almost certainly would not have 
appeared in the specifications for this project.

This is an amusing result of the time-honored 
way of writing specifications: take the specs 
from the last project, change the client's name, 
and - voila! - they're done. While this may be a 
quick way to produce specifications, it also is a 
way to virtually guarantee those specifications 
will be incorrect.

There are times when this quick-fix approach 
almost works; certainly, in a project with mul-
tiple bid packs, there will be a great consistency 
and repetition from one bid pack to the next. 
an obvious example is waterproofing, which 
will probably be included in the foundations bid 
pack, though it could appear in later bid packs. 

Either way, it will probably appear only once. 
Given the nature of the product, it will be easy 
to either add or delete it as the project moves 
forward. 

Other materials are more complicated. Cast-in-
place concrete, for example, could all appear in 
one bid pack, but it's just as likely to appear in 
the footings or footings/foundations bid pack, 
in the shell bid pack, and in the fit-out bid pack. 
if it's all specified at one time, it will be easy to 
remember to take the section out when it's not 
needed, but what if it appears in more than one 
bid pack? ideally, each time a section is used, 
it will be edited down to address only what is 
needed for each bid pack. My experience has 
been that the design team often has trouble 
deciding which concrete is used in each bid 
pack, so there is a tendency to use essentially 
the same specifications each time, and let the 
contractor figure out which parts of it apply. The 
same can be said about masonry, insulation, 
hardware, and other products that may be re-
quired at different times.

Reusing old specifications also is tempting 
when designing additions to existing buildings, 
or doing more work for a regular client, but even 
then, there will be differences.

The older the reused specifications are, the 
greater the certainty that they will be incorrect. 
Codes change, reference standards change, 
companies go out of business, products are 
discontinued or changed, and owner prefer-
ences change. a design firm's practices also 
change; most firms are more green than they 
were even a few years ago, and specify differ-
ent products. Most people seem to think speci-
fications are boilerplate. in fact, they are living 
documents, which must be updated continually 
to incorporate all of these changes.

Traditional specification editing is a subtractive 
process. The specifier starts with a master spec-
ification, which contains many options. in most 
cases, offices pre-edit master specifications so 
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to minimize editing for the types of 
work they do most often. These mas-
ter specifications are further edited for 
each project by removing unneces-
sary information, and, frequently, add-
ing in missing information.

The problem with reusing specifica-
tions is, to accurately fit the needs of 
another project, the specifier must re-
member to add things that had been 
deleted, and to remove things that 
no longer are needed. Both require 
thought, but it's far easier to delete 
things that aren't needed than to re-
member what's missing.

Without exception, every time i have 
to reuse specifications from another 
project, even from an earlier bid pack 
for the same project, we discover late 
in the construction documents phase 
that we don't need something that was 
in the reused specs, or that something 
we do need wasn't there. Unfortunate-
ly, these things sometimes are not dis-
covered until the bidding documents 
have been issued, or until construc-
tion is underway.

When reusing specifications, they must be compared to the masters, to identify things that are have 
been deleted, or that may have changed as the masters evolved. and, they must be reviewed item by 
item with the team to make sure what's in them corresponds with requirements for the current project. 
i haven't kept track of how long it takes to review and update a reused specification, but it seems it 
would be just as easy and fast to start with unedited masters. Of course, the reason we're using old 
specs is that we don't have time to start over, so the review and re-editing is either ignored or superfi-
cial.

isn't it amazing how often we can't find time to get the documents right before they're issued, but we 
somehow find time to fix them later?
Photo credit: Clovis' Taufe, by Meister des Heiligen Ägidius, [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

© 2013, Sheldon Wolfe, Ra, fCSi, CCS, CCCa, CSC

follow me at http://swconstructivethoughts.blogspot.com/, http://swspecificthoughts.blogspot.com/,
http://twitter.com/swolfearch
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Starting November 18th, CSi will begin 
promoting a 20% discount on member-
ship in CSi through CSi’s social media 
channels. This promotion will run the 
18th-22nd and is only available to new 
members joining at the professional level. 
CSi only offers these membership dis-
counts quarterly.
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This calendar is a live Google calendar so 
anyone using an Android smartphone or iOS 
(Apple) can link to it quickly and get chapter 
events on their calendars and agendas. Please 
contact Devin Righter with any questions.

CSI NASHVILLE 
CHAPTER 

CALENDAR OF 
EVENTS 

Visit our webpage at 
http://www.csinashville.org/events.php 

Don’t miss this special offer! Join CSi by 
November 22 and pay only $192 for  
national dues -- a 20% savings.

   Log onto www.csinet.org/join
   Select “Join Now”, and then click   
   “Sign Up as a New Member”
   Enter Promotion Code CSisocial13      
   when prompted
   Click the “add Discount” button

Be sure to join the Nashville chapter, 
where you can attend local education 
sessions and networking opportunities 
(chapter dues are not included in this 
promotional offer).
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A FLASHBACK IN TIME...
HELP WANTED ADS IN THE JULy 1922 

EDITION OF THE 
AMERICAN ARCHITECT—

THE ARCHITECTURAL REvIEW 
MAGAzINE.

MEMBERSHIP DISCOUNT!!!
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NEW MEMBER PROFILEs...
attention new members...let us get to know you better! where you work, where you 
live, where you’re from, where you’ve been, favorites, family, hobbies, goals, talents, 
anything you want to share... and be sure to send us a picture so we can recognize 
you at our chapter meetings and other outings. send information to bhargis@hfrde-
sign.com. look forward to hearing from you and learning more about all of our new 
members!!!
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JaMES EDWaRDS is the founder and President of the Brentwood firm Edwards + Hotch-
kiss architects, PC. 

a Nashville native, Edwards went to DuPont High School and attended the University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville from1966-1972 receiving his Bachelor of architecture degree. Since the founding of the firm, 
Mr. Edwards has assisted in the growth and development of the company from a single employee to 
the current staff level of eleven employees with a variety of projects from residential to industrial, from 
retail and hospitality to education, corporate, and recreation. 

He is involved in a variety of activities both professional and through public service. These include 
being a student mentor at both O’More College of Design and Tennessee Technological University, a 
design Jury Member multiple times for O’More College of Design in franklin, TN and University of Ten-
nessee School of architecture in Knoxville, TN, and a faculty  instructor and Seminar Publication au-
thor with previous participation in Community Design Review Boards in Nashville and franklin. Public 
service participation includes involvement with the american Cancer Society and Relay for Life, Cystic 
fibrosis foundation, National Tennis association, Boy Scouts of america, Habitat for Humanity, Girl 
Scouts Council of Cumberland Valley, Recipient of “Green Knight” award (2005), and Easter Seals.

Currently licensed as an architect in approximately 35 states including Tennessee, Edwards is a mem-
ber of both the National fire Protection association and Construction Specification institute. 

Having made it through several financial industry recessions, Mr. Edwards is proud to say he survived 
and is “Still Ticking.”

Kevin Cheeks is the owner of Open air Products, inc., a manufacturer’s rep firm located in 
Homewood, aL.  He represents several well-known product lines and covers territory within 4 states 
across the Southeast.  

Kevin has 12 years of knowledge and experience in Building Envelope Systems.  He also has a de-
gree in Civil Engineering which he received from Tennessee Technological University.  in his spare 
time Kevin enjoys watching and playing golf.  He also enjoys football, his favorite teams are the Miami 
Hurricanes and alabama Crimson Tide.  Kevin’s favorite food is lobster and he enjoys vacationing at 
the beach.

THE NaSHViLLE CHaPTER Of CSi WELCOMES JaMES EDWaRDS aND 
KEViN CHEEK aLONG WiTH OUR OTHER NEW MEMBERS. iT’S TiME TO 
ENJOY THiS faBULOUS ORGaNiZaTiON aND NETWORK Of fRiENDS!!!!
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Placing Everything 
into 

Perspective

by

Jarrod finger

in my last article, i addressed the relationship 
building that i believe is necessary to continue 
CSi’s sustainability and attempted to differenti-
ate that from a pure recruitment philosophy.  it 
is my continued belief that at this time, we stand 
at the brink of opportunities rarely seen and it 
is our actions going forth that will help grow 
this chapter by not only developing new mem-
bership, but also helping students to become 
more knowledgeable and assisting employers 
by providing better talent from which to select 
employees.

Over the last several months, it has become 
even more glaring that the path to addressing 
our concerns of a lack of younger members 
and the need to have the torches carried by not 
only those professionals involved in CSi, rather 
also inclusive of students and emerging profes-
sionals is based on the total package of what 
CSi and the development of young talent for 
both CSi and construction industry as a whole.  
More knowledgeable students and young pro-
fessionals will make for more enthusiastic and 
better employees.

With the above, this is the first of four articles to 
be presented by the cycle of education and em-
ployment.  i have twisted the arm and encour-
aged three others to share their experiences 
and beliefs as it relates to developing profes-
sionals and ways in which we need to review 
how we are addressing the local and area edu-
cational facilities.  The following two articles will 
be presented by the perspective of two emerg-
ing professionals and reflect on not just their 
experiences in an educational environment, but 

also what would have helped them addition-
ally with the introduction of presenters by pro-
fessionals in the classroom and exposure to a 
variety of professionals in settings where they 
would be able to discuss responsibilities with 
design professionals, contractors, and product 
representatives.  

The last article will be provided by an educa-
tor and his interest and needs for profession-
als in the classroom and open networking and 
educational opportunities.  The sequence of the 
articles is intentional, intended to provide an 
overview of what is to be presented as well as 
opportunities for continued growth of develop-
ing talented emerging professionals, then to the 
transition of those emerging professionals in 
retrospect of their scholastic studies, and finally 
we end at the beginning: the classroom.  This is 
also partly to reflect the destination so we reflect 
on the outlined journeys below …

i have worked for architectural and engineering 
firms and both disciplines have differing require-
ments to engage new employees, but they also 
share common ground when it comes to the 
core necessity of employees: attitude.  attitude 
is the single biggest hurdle that i have experi-
enced when vetting candidates.  Between the 
“that is not my job,” and “i only work 9-5’ers” 
it is difficult to locate good employees, despite 
their talents.

The above is a brief illustration of expectations.  
Those expectations are set by people outside 
of the industry, and whether they stem from col-
lege classmates, television shows that reflect 
social lives that are void of working realities, 
one can only wonder.  as with our clients, i at-
tempt to set realistic expectations with potential 
employees to ensure that those candidates un-
derstand that 60-70 hour work weeks can exist.  
Weekend work does exist.  Those may not be 
common or typical weeks, but they happen.
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The other misconception that i have found is 
with what a professional architect, engineer, de-
signer, and drafter is charged for daily opera-
tions.  i have been told by students in both a 
5-year architectural program and a 2-year archi-
tectural technology program that as a budding 
student of architecture, the expectation is that 
they will graduate and begin making $100,000 
dollars to sit around in cool offices, thinking of 
cool designs for 8 hours a day, never putting 
pen to paper or finger to mouse.  This philoso-
phy has come from 40 year old returning stu-
dents as well as 24 year old young graduates.

The students are not receiving the message of 
expectations.  i know that instructors are ex-
plaining the real world applications, but i also 
hear the complaint from educators that design 
and modeling theory is accepted with little hesi-
tation; however, real world applications are one 
of the most difficult concepts to have students 
absorb, which leads us back to simple con-
cepts: appropriate dress, grooming, and pre-
sentation of one’s self as well as expectations 
of responsibilities.  

Part of how this all ties into what i would like 
to see us share our experiences with students 
is to reinforce that an interest in architecture or 
construction does not necessarily mean that in-
terest has to be applied in an architectural firm.  
Those who are more engaging with others and 
crave more human interaction may find drafting 
toilet elevations and cutting sections for con-
struction documents to be mundane and un-
satisfying, whereas a career as a product repre-
sentative may be exciting and a better fit for the 
personality of that individual.

it is my belief that shared experiences by those 
in all sectors of the industry will help guide stu-
dents to a path that is better suited for their skills 
and interest rather than their becoming frustrat-
ed and leaving the industry altogether.  This as-
sistance in helping inform the students of what 
we do will help us to have more enthusiastic ap-
plicants and better employees as well as having 

those employees be more satisfied with their 
vocation.

i have been as guilty of wanting to make more 
presentations and be more involved with show-
ing students what we do in architectural and 
engineering firms, but not finding the time to 
make presentations or having students visit the 
office and shadow us for half a day.  That lack 
of effort to find that time is one of the reasons 
that it is difficult to find enthusiastic candidates 
who are willing and ready to accommodate and 
even exceed the employer’s needs.

Educational Endeavors

by

Tim Gleaves

When the economy began to slow, i found my-
self re-evaluating where i wanted to be and 
what intended vocation i wished to pursue. The 
career opportunities that i originally reviewed 
and experienced left me wanting for something 
more stable and more rewarding. i developed 
a list of career paths that had held my interest 
and i believed that i could apply my strengths 
toward; architect and Drafter were on that list. 
after in-depth research of what it would take to 
become a licensed architect as well as daily re-
sponsibilities, i began to question the appeal 
and reality of that pursuit. i did however remain 
quite interested in Drafting and believed that 
my skillset would work well within the techni-
cal requirements of such a vocation. To further 
develop that skillset, i questioned how i would 
go about strengthening my marketability and 
where i would garner additional education.

i enrolled into Tennessee Technology Center 
at Nashville full time in late 2011 knowing little 
about the drafting or design field. The school 
is very informative and really helped me learn 
to draft. i enjoyed the fact that even with the 
technological advances with CaD programs 
available, that we still went to the grass roots 
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of board drafting first. Once i had advanced 
through the lesson plan, i then moved to the 
computer operated systems. i really got a great 
perspective on how to work with the CaD pro-
grams and became a Certified autodesk auto-
CaD Professional. as i was nearing the end of 
my educational studies at the Technology Cen-
ter, i found myself asking the question, “What 
is it like at a design firm?” When i started my 
search for employment, almost every want ad 
asked for architects or Engineers in training or 
Licensed Professionals to perform their drafting 
work. My favorite was a company asking for an 
“Entry Level” Drafter with 6 years of experience 
in the field. How is that Entry Level? i was ques-
tioning if anyone would accept a tech school 
graduate with no prior experience? What hap-
pened to the Entry Level jobs that support 
school graduates with little to no real world ex-
perience? alas, i did find a contract opportunity 
with WiSEngineers, inc. a Structural Engineer-
ing firm out of Nashville TN. Once there, i then 
realized that i had not been 100% prepared for 
an engineering office. it then became very ap-
parent why it is important to be at the status of 
an Engineer/architect in training or licensed. 
i believe if we had professionals come in and 
talk about their company, how a drafter’s day 
goes in the office, also talk about what train-
ing beyond the technical school would be pre-
ferred, also an in-class activity to demonstrate 
and apply the skills learned in the classroom so 
we would get the real feel for the work environ-
ment, it would have been a great help and have 
better prepare me for the field. i would like to 
see more professionals take an interest in pre-
senting and passing along information that ac-
curately represents daily life in architecture and 
engineering offices as well as operations and 
responsibilities of product representatives and 
contractors.

i still believe for the money, the education that 
i received at the Technology Center was un-
matched. Other schools that i had researched 
would have provided less focused curriculum 
rather than helping develop my drafting exer-

cises, which became the deciding factor. at that 
time, i wanted to develop my core set of knowl-
edge and further strengthen my technical abili-
ties and was not interested fully in going to a 
community college or university. 

Beyond the Technology Center, i am now en-
rolled at College of Central florida to get the 
basics out of the way for an Engineering De-
gree. i am glad that the company i work for has 
been patient with me while i learn the standards 
and professional practices abroad, all while 
continuing to support me with furthering my 
education.  i still believe the Technology Center 
is a valid place for dedicated Drafters and hope 
more employers would go back to “on the job 
training” or even a mild apprenticeship style of 
employment and be more open to “Entry Lev-
el” applicants. if a person has already spent 
x amount of years going to school training for 
the profession, why not let new blood enter the 
field and apprentice like in the past? This has 
made strong employees before and i believe 
this speaks volumes for the employer as well.

My path is one that was anything but linear 
and i regret not having a clear vision of where 
i wanted to be and how to get there.  There is 
value for both employers and potential employ-
ees for being involved in outside organizations, 
but it is a two way street that requires both the 
student to be interested and the professionals 
to be driven to help develop tomorrow’s talent. 
To be assisted in learning what we can about 
a particular field’s requirements is a good start 
and will help set students on the right path rath-
er than promoting some college graduates to 
abandon their preferred field of study due to 
miss-information or bias.  This interaction will 
also help with networking and morale as pro-
fessionals like to talk about what they do and 
students thrive on hearing it. Students may 
lose focus on their career choices through the 
stresses of the school chores. They need this 
inspiration to keep them on track and inspire 
them to work harder to achieve their dreams.   
Start a movement!
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About Us...
 Founded in 1948, CSI is a non-profit tech-
nical organization dedicated to the advancement 
of construction technology through communi-
cation, research, education, and service. CSI serves 
the interests of architects, engineers, specifiers, 
contractors, product manufacturers, and others 
in the construction industry.
 Specifacts is published monthly by the 
Nashville Chapter CSI. This publication acts as 
a moderator without approving, disapproving 
or guaranteeing the validity or accuracy of any 
data, claims or opinions appearing under a byline 
or obtaining or quoted from an acknowledged 
source. The Chapter does not constitute any 
endorsement of products featured in advertise-
ments.
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Nashville Chapter CSi

Contact Us

www.csinashville.org

Construction Specifications institute

P.O. Box 25267
Nashville, TN 37202 

BE SURE TO CHECK US OUT ON 
LiNKEDiN, faCEBOOK, aND TWiTTER!!!

CSi NaSHViLLE CHaPTER

CONGRATULATIONS
CSI NASHVILLE!!! 

WE HAVE NOW 
ATTAINED 

SILVER LEVEL  
OUTSTANDING 

CHAPTER 
COMMENDATION.
 

The award was 
presented at CSI’s 

Annual Meeting at 
CONSTRUCT 2013 on 

September 27th.
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